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ABSTRACT
In mobile communication, messages are delivered via the air. This may attract hackers to eavesdrop
and then break them. Hence, the security is an important issue needed to be addressed. Advanced
Standard Encryption (AES) is currently a frequently used encryption approach. However, AES will be
insecure in the near future since it has been partially solved. Therefore, in this paper, we present a
security system, named Random Cladding with Feedback Mechanism encryption method (RCFM for
short), which uses the password key or the channel key entered by a underlying user as the initial
encryption key, and adopts a dynamically accumulated shifting substitution technique together with a
TwoDimensional Operation encryption method to produce a sub-keys group. It also retrieves the
current time parameters and random number keys as dynamic parameters to perform a cladded
feedback encryption. Through theoretic analysis and computer simulations, the RCFM demonstrates
practical security in network communications.
Keywords-Mobile Communication, AES, DES, Block cipher encryption, Current time key
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the rapid development of mobile
communication techniques and the Internet
technologies, handheld devices and a broad
range of applications nowadays have been
popularly employed to enrich our everyday
lives and provide us with a convenient living
and shopping environment. On the other hand,
as a consequence of the fast advance in mobile
network research, people may send or
download sensitive data through the mobile
phone for storage or processing. But during the
data transfer, the sensitive data can easily be
eavesdropped by malicious parties, resulting in
severe security problems. So, an effective
protection mechanism for data transfer is
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required. Data Encryption Standard (DES) and
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), the two
most widely used block cipher mechanisms,
both use the combinational logic as the core of
the processing process. In January 1999, in
collaboration
with
distributed.net,
the
Electronic
Frontier
Foundation
(EFF)
decrypted DES-encrypted message with less
than a day [1]; likewise, security of AES is also
at stake [2], meaning that we need a safer block
data encryption method. To solve the problem,
in this paper, we propose a security scheme,
named the Random Cladding with Feedback
Mechanism encryption method (RCFM for
short), to enhance the security of block-
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encryption
ciphertext
for
mobile
communication. The RCFM uses a password
key or channel key entered by the underlying
user as an initial encryption key, and adopts a
dynamic shifting substitution technique in
conjunction
with
a
Two-Dimensional
Operation encryption method to produce a subkeys group, and then retrieves current time
parameters and random numbers [3] as
dynamic parameters to proceed cladded
feedback encryption [4]. By the RCFM, even
encrypted the same plaintext with the same
password, the generated cladded ciphertext file
and the corresponding ciphertext are different
with different lengths since the utilized current
time parameters and random number keys vary.
In other words, even a military staff or general
frequently uploads or downloads secret data
with a mobile phone, the RCFM can securely
protect the data.

3.1.1 Definitions of parameters

The rest of this article is organized as
follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the related
researches of this paper. Section 3 describes the
proposed method. Section 4 analyzes the
security of our method. Section 5 summarizes
this work and overviews our future studies.

PRNS1：pseudo random number sequence

II RCFM
The main purpose of the RCFM is to hide the
ciphertext in the wrapped cipher file
dynamically such that cracker cannot obtain the
(plaintext, ciphertext) pair, thus effectively
raising the security level.
3.1 Parameters and Operators
The parameters and operators used in
the RCFM are defined as follows.
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PW: the password, consisting of 8 to 16
characters is inputted by the user.
KPW：the password key produced from
processing PW with a particular algorithm.
ct：a shifting counter.
SS, SB：character variables.
KCH：the channel key, which is established
between the user end and the sever of the
underlying system before communication
starts.
K0：the initial encryption key defined as K0 =
KPW or K0 = KCH.
K1~K5：the encryption sub-keys generated by
the RCFM at its initial process

1. PRNS2：pseudo random number sequence
2. Δh：length of PRNS1 in bits.
Δt：length of PRNS2 in bits.
KCT：the current time key, which is 128 bits
in length and is generated according to the
current
CPU
time,
consisting
of
nanosecond/date/hour/minute/second/nanoseco
nd/hour/ minute/second. KRCT：the reversed
key of KCT, which is 128 bits long, consisting
of
second/minute/hour/nanosecond/second/minute
/hour/d ate/nanosecond.
RK：Random encryption Key.
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CRK：Cipher of RK.
b0 ~ bn：an internal feedback-code sequence.
Plaintext：P1P2…Pj…Pn, where1≦j≦n, each
of which is 128 bits long.
Ciphertext：C1C2…Cj…Cn,
where1≦j≦n,
each of which is 128 bits in length.
3.1.2 Operators and functions
1) Exclusive-OR operator：♁
Encryption: c=p♁k, where p represents the
plaintext, and c is the ciphertext and k is the
encryption key.
Decryption: p=c♁k

6) Fct(SS)：a function that counts the number
of binary digit of 1s contained in character SS.
7) Mid(PW, i, n)：a function that retrieves n
characters from PW starting at the i-th
character of PW.
8) Right(PW, n) ： a function that retrieves n
rightmost characters of PW
3.2 Password Key (KPW)

2) Binary adder operator：+2
Encryption: c=p+2k, where the carry out of the
most significant bit of the binary addition is
dropped.
Decryption:

3) Modulo operator: mod
c=p mod n, where n is an integer.
4) Two-Dimensional Operation: the encryption
operation that encrypts a message with two
different operators, i.e., ♁and +2, and some
encryption keys.
5)
Dynamically
accumulated
shifting
substitution: Input: SS which is a character, and
ct which is a shifting counter.
Volume 06, Issue 04, June 2017

Output: SB which is a character It uses an SBox as the substitution box. The substitution
first finds the image character in S-Box of the
inputting character SS, and then shifts the
position from the image character ct times
along the S-Box to obtain the target character
SB.

In the RCFM, KPW is the initial key of
the system, i.e., K0. Its content significantly
affects system security. To generate KPW, we
expand PW following three principles. (1) The
original content of PW is reserved; (2) The
expansion code is generated based on the
original content of PW; (3) When the same
character repeatedly appears in PW, the
expansion code corresponding to each of them
varies.
Algorithm 1: generating KPW from PW by the
method of dynamically accumulated shifting
substitution, mentioned above.
Input: PW.
Output: KPW
1) Find the length of PW, i.e., l in bytes;
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2) If l < 8 or l>16, then request the user re-input
a PW; /*8 16 ≤ ≤l */
3) If l=16, then KPW = PW, and stop;

8) Generate K3 from K2 and ct2 by the method
of
dynamically
accumulated
shifting
substitution;
9) K4 = (K0 +2 K3)⊕K2; (2) K5 = (K1⊕K4)
+2 K2; (3)

4) n=16 – l; ct=l; KPW = Null; SS = Null;
5) For i = 1 to n SS = Mid(PW,i,1); /*the i-th
character*/ ct = ct + Fct(SS); Generate SB from
SS and ct by the method of dynamically
accumulated shifting substitution. KPW =
KPW //SS//SB; Next i

10) Generate Δh, 3≤Δh≤3072, where
Δh=[(K0+2K5)⊕(K1+2K4)⊕(K2+2K3)] mod
3070+3; (4)

6) KPW = KPW //Right (PW, l – n) 7) END.

3.3.2 Encryption process:

3.3 Message and Key Encryption/Decryption

The encryption process has three steps.

3.3.1 Initial process

Step 1: Generating RK and CRK

11)END

1) Input PW (or KCH);

1) Generate the zeroth random Key RK0;

2) If the input is PW

2) Fetch CPU time; generate current time
key KCT and the reverse of the current time
key KRCT;

then generate KPW from PW by invoking
Algorithm 1 and
K0=KPW; else K0=KCH;
3) Calculate the number of binary digit of 1s in
K0 , e.g., ct0;
4) Generate K1 from K0 and ct0 by the method
of
dynamically
accumulated
shifting
substitution;

3) Generate the random encryption key RK
where
RK
=
(RK0+2KCT)⊕(RK0⊕KRCT) ----(5)
4) Encrypt RK to obtain CRK, where
CRK=[(RK+2K1)⊕K4]⊕[(K2⊕K3)+2K5
]; ----(6)

5) K2 = K0 +2 K1; (1)

Step 2: Generate internal feedback-code and
ciphertext

6) Calculate the number of binary digit of 1s in
K2 , e.g., ct1;

1) Let plaintext be P1P2…Pn, and let
ciphertext be C1C2…Cn.

7) ct2 = ct0 + ct1;

2) Input the plaintext block Pi, 1 ≤ ≤i n ;
3) b0 = K4;C0 = K3;
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4) For i = 1 to n bi = (Pi⊕bi-1) +2[(Ci-1⊕K5)
+2bi-1]
(7)
Ci=[(Pi⊕bi-1)+2(RK⊕bi1)]⊕[(Ci-1⊕K5)+2bi-1] ; ------- (8) .
5)
Δt=[(K2+2RK)⊕K5+2(K4⊕RK)]mod
2046+3; ----- (9)
The plaintext encryption process is shown in
Figure 1.

The decryption is as follows.
1) Execution the Initial process to generate
K1~K5 and Δh;
2) Remove PRNS1 from the cladded
ciphertext file;
3) Fetch CRK from the remaindering file
and remove it from the file;
4) Decrypt CRK to obtain RK, where
RK=[CRK⊕((K2⊕K3)+2K5)]⊕K4－
2K1; (10)
5) Δt=[(K2+2RK)⊕K5+2(K4⊕RK)]mod
2046+3;
6) 6) Delete PRNS2 from the remaindering
portion of the file to obtain the
ciphertext; b0 = K4; C0 = K3;
7) Let n be the length of the ciphertext
being 128 bits as a unit;
8) For i = 1 to n Pi = [Ci⊕((Ci-1⊕K5) +2
bi-1)]－2(RK⊕bi-1)⊕bi-1; (11) bi =
(Pi⊕bi-1)+2[(Ci-1⊕K5) +2 bi-1] ; (12)
9) Output the plaintext block Pj, 1 ≥ ≤j n ;
IV.
CONCLUSION
STUDIES

Step 3: Generating PRNS1 and PRNS2
1) Generate a random key RK1;
2) Input RK1, Δh and Δt into a pseudo random
number generator(PRNG) to obtain PRNS1 and
PRNS2;
Step 4: Generate the cladded ciphertext file, the
format of which is shown in Figure 2.
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3.3.3 Decryption process:

AND

FUTURE

Generally, our proposed method is developed
based on the user password or channel key by
using a cladded feedback approach to construct
highly secure and high performance cladded
ciphertext files. The dynamic encryption
method, which utilizes random number keys
and current time keys, when receiving the same
plaintext at different time points will generate
different cladded ciphertext files of different
contents and lengths, thus highly enhancing the
security of data. Theoretical analysis shows that
the RCFM is secure for data wireless
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transmission or for personal files encryption.
The speed of encryption/decryption of the
RCFM on a file larger than 128kb is about 25
times faster than that of AES. Since the
download speed of 4G is about 7~10 times that
of 3G [15], and, with the fast development of
science and technology, a higher transmission
speed is expected, while maintaining the
condition of practical security. Our future
research will focus on developing a faster
encryption/decryption method. Also, when a
user forgets the password, he/she cannot restore
the plaintext from the ciphertext, thus causing
irreparable loss of the encrypted files.
Therefore, a safe and high performance
“forgotten password recovery mechanism”, is
required. When forgetting the password, the
legitimate user can follow the steps of the
mechanism to safely recover the original
plaintext. These constitute our future studies.
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